WEEKEND EDITION: 8 Things to Do in New York’s Art World Before June 6

By Ryan Steadman • 06/02/16 2:45pm

Opening: “Pam Glick, Annie Pearlman, Adrianne Rubenstein and Alyson Vega” at White Columns

Four women, four openings, one great gallery. Way to go, White Columns! But not only are these artists all women, they’re also all excellent at making art. Pam Glick paints buzzy abstractions that integrate words and symbols, Annie Pearlman paints charged interiors (and exteriors) that pick up where the Hairy Who? left off, Adrianne Rubenstein makes Ab Ex-looking paintings with a lexicon of labeled objects buried within them and Alyson Vega makes folksy sewn quilts and collage works. Together they’re a force to be reckoned with, and the opening should be fun as all heck, albeit crowded.

White Columns, 320 West 13th Street, New York, 6-8 p.m.